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Â· Asmaul Husna Rumi A: Whenever we encounter a new team that is a user of an old software tool, it is not all that uncommon
for them to be using a defacto format: MediaInfo claims to be the defacto (that is,.net based) GUI that can be used to read and

write FF/RW-compatible XML files, yet few of us have actually had a need to deal with these before. I suspect that
file_get_contents and file_put_contents are used because they are a safe default that doesn't ask the user too many questions.
XML parsing (with a bit of abstraction) is beyond most PHP users (as well as.NET programmers when they have a need for
such a file format). A: The.php extension is a direct result of PHP's heritage, and is an artifact of historical development and

features. It can be considered a sort of "default" file format as the file extension is a part of the filename, so that's always there.
How did PHP decide to have file extensions in the first place? PHP comes from the world of web apps. In 1994, the web wasn't
as big as it is today and a lot of files could be easily accessed as their HTML pages contained a reference to the full name of the
resource. This allowed files to be accessed directly by their name, and were thus identifiable by their full name. Also, it was the

only method available to dynamically change resources on-the-fly by their URL. Why did PHP decide not to use file
extensions? The file extensions were only added after people noticed that they had the option of using absolute paths instead of
URLs, e.g. When people wanted to create their own URLs for other resources, e.g. they were forced to use relative paths and, at
this time, PHP didn't yet support relative paths. Why did PHP decide to limit its features and to make extensions optional? PHP

was created to be used as a scripting language for PHP programs, not as a web file manager, 3e33713323
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